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Description of the Location
The subject of this road safety audit review (RSAR) was the intersection of VT22 A and
VT 73 in Orwell. This location was proposed for review by Addison County Regional
Planning Commission (ACRPC). The location is a four way intersection and controlled
with flashing beacons. The intersection is located at mile point 3.23 on VT 22 A. The
Speed limit is 50 mph on VT 22 A and 35 mph on VT 73.
RSA Team Review
The Road Safety Audit Review Team included:
Marcos Miller,
Art Bombardier,
David Pelletier,
Raymond Cyr,
Jim Bush,

Traffic Operations (VTrans)
Traffic Operation - Design (VTrans)
Planning (LCPC, 802-888-4548)
Maintenance (Dist 6, VTrans)
FHWA

Other Guests invited to give additional information to the team:
Lt. Robert Casey,
Mike Dundon,

Middlebury State Police.
Owner of the Gulf gas station.

The road safety audit review coordinator was:
Rajnish Gupta,

Traffic Operation (VTrans)

Audit Review Requesters
The project team included:
Garrett Dague,

Planning (ACRPC, 802-388-3141).

Information Reviewed in the Completion of the Audit Review
Accident Summary:
Accident data has been reviewed for the past four years (1998-2001). There were two
accidents reported at the intersection. Both accidents were due to failing to stop at the
flashing red light.
Commencement Meeting
The audit review team met on site with Garrett Dague of ACRPC on June 12, 2003, to
obtain an understanding of the local concerns and to go over some background
information. The team also met with Mike Dundon owner of the Gulf gas station and
with Lt Robert Casey of the state police.
Garrett indicated that the road dip on VT 22 A (north) had been modified many years
ago. He also mentioned that the 2002 AADT on VT 22A North was 3500 and 2900 on
VT 22A South. Mike Dundon mentioned his concerns about the truck parking problem
in his driveway and the sight distance problem caused by the same trucks parking at the
intersection. Lt Robert Casey said that there were no major problems concerning
accidents and that also not much law enforcement was performed at this intersection.
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Field Visit
The review team performed the site visit of the area on June 12, 2003. The site review
was performed between 9:15-10:45 am. The weather was clear and sunny, the pavement
was dry.
Other Meetings
The Review team met at National Life later in the afternoon of June 12th, to discuss their
observations.
Listing of Potential Safety Concerns
This section describes area of concerns related to safety improvement consideration by
the appropriate authorities. The concerns are also reported on the observation tables at the
end of the report that are specific to each entity responsible for the improvements.
•

The Stop Bars on the VT 73 E and on the Class II portion are too far back from
the edge of the pavement which creates sight distance problem to the drivers.

•

The trucks that are parking at the Gulf gas station block the sight distance when
traveling from VT 73 West.

•

The trucks that are parking on the opposite side of the Gulf gas station may create
safety problems for the drivers.

•

The flashing beacon heads are old head lamps which do not provide adequate
visibility.

•

The destination board signs for Ferry Schedule in the vicinity of the intersection
might confuse the drivers.

•

The intersection warning sign on VT 22A North is perceived to be small which of
the sign a problem.

•

The STOP ahead sign on VT 73 East is leaning.

Possible actions are listed below:

Important actions to be done immediately:
1. Relocate the Stop Bars 4 ft from the edge of the pavement on VT 73 E and VT 73
Town Highway.
2. Upgrading the STOP sign on VT 73 W.
3. Replacing flashing beacon heads to LED’s.
4. Installing delineators at the corner of VT 22A North and VT 73 East.
5. Talk to the owner of the gas station and the DTA about installing a raised island at
the Gulf gas station.
Long Term Action:
•
•
•
•

Advance intersection warning signs are to be upgraded.
All signs need to be inspected.
Construct a raised island at the gas station.
Turning radius at the intersection should be upgraded

Actions Taken:
1. Work order was prepared for #3 above replace all flashing beacon heads with
LED’s. ( 6/13/03)
2 Points #1, # 2 and # 4, has been discussed with Marcos Miller and work orders
would be completed with in two weeks or so. (6/12/03)
3 After discussing with Al Wright on 06/16/03, Don Gilman is going to look after
the island issue.

VT 22A North @ VT 73 State Numbered Town highway
In the picture above
1. The red arrows show the parking problem at the Gulf Gas Station. Installation of a raised island can solve the problem.
2. The blue arrow shows the Stop Bar current condition and the green arrow shows where it should be moved to get better
sight distance.

VT 22A North
In the picture above
1. The red arrows shows the area where trucks park at the edge of pavement and the green lines show that the installation of
delineators could stop trucks parking there.
2. The blue arrow shows that the turning radius should be changed.

on VT 22 A North, when parked on the
edge of pavement.
Installation of delineators could solve the
problem.

4) Trucks create sight distance problem

A North is perceived to be not visible
enough.
Could possibly relocate or upsize.

3) The intersection warning sign on VT 22

visible enough.
Consider upgrading to bigger size.

2) The stop sign on VT 73W might not be

1) The Stop Bar on VT 73 W & E is far back
from the edge of the pavement which creates
sight distance problem to the users.
The Stop bar should be relocated 4ft form the
edge of pavement and stop stencils should be
installed.
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8) The STOP ahead sign on VT 73 East is
leaning.

7) The 60 foot radius on the corners of VT
22A North and VT 73 East are too wide.
Consider grinding and replace with 45 foot
radius.

6) Redundant signs can create problem
and may confuse driver.
All signs should be reviewed.

which do not provide adequate visibility.
Should be replaced with LED’s for better
visibility at the intersection.

5) Flashing Beacon head lamps are old

1. Truck parking at Gulf gas station creates
sight distance problem.
Utilities should discuss with the owner, plans
to add a raised island.
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